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A number o f years ago, I .  Kaplansky raised Informally the 
question of whether every valuation ring could be expressed as a 
homomorphic Image o f a valuation domain. By a valuation ring , we 
mean a commutative ring with Identity whose Ideals are line a rly  
ordered by Inclusion. The classical notion o f a valuation ring 
Included the assumption that the ring Is a domain. For two cases an 
affirm ative answer to Kaplansky's question 1s known: fo r 0-dimen- 
sional valuation rings; and, fo r valuation rings which are monoid 
rings.
In the early 40's, Kaplansky obtained structure theorems fo r a 
large class of (maximally complete) valuation domains. We approached 
his question with the Idea o f attempting to generalize his techniques 
In order to obtain anologous structure theorems fo r valuation rings. 
The hope was tha t, as a by-product, these theorems would y ie ld  the 
required valuation domain and homomorphism. In th is  paper are the 
results and questions which were discovered In the search fo r these 
structure theorems.
In Chapter 1, several defin itions (e .g ., Immediate extension, 
maximal completion, pseudo-convergent sequence) and results are 
extended from valuation domains to valuation rings and, when 
appropriate, more generally to quasi-local rings. In pa rticu la r, 1t 
Is shown that a valuation ring which Is maximal Is also maximally
complete. In Chapter 2, a fte r generalizing the concept o f value group
to that o f value monoid, we define a long power series ring fo r such
a monoid, with coefficients In a f ie ld ,  and prove such a ring 1s a 
homomorphic Image o f a valuation domain. In Chapter 3, we obtain a 
bound on the card ina lity  o f a valuation ring which depends only on the 
card ina lities o f the residue f ie ld  and value monoid, then show every 
valuation ring has a maximal completion. Kaplansky's work on maxi­
mally complete valuation domains (valued fie ld s ) 1s outlined 1n
Chapter 4. A discussion o f what had been hoped fo r and remarks on




Several years ago, I .  Kaplansky raised Informally the question 
of whether every valuation ring could be expressed as a homomorphic 
Image o f a valuation domain. By a valuation ring, we mean a 
commutative ring with Identity  whose Ideals are linearly  ordered by 
Inclusion. The classical notion o f a valuation ring included the 
assumption that the ring be a domain. When we are concerned with 
a ring without 0-d1visors, we shall use the term "domain” .
For two cases an affirm ative answer to Kaplansky's question 1s 
known: 1.) fo r 0-d1mens1onal noetherian valuation rings [4, p. 545]
(also [7, Thm. 3 .3 ]); 2.) fo r valuation rings which are monoid 
rings [9 ]. I t  should be pointed out that a counterexample to 
Kaplansky's question claimed in [1 , Ex. 10 ( f ) ,  p. 453] d irec tly  
contradicts Theorem 2.2 of [9 ].
In the early 40 's, Kaplansky was able to obtain structure 
theorems fo r a large class o f (maximally complete) valuation domains. 
We approached his question with the Idea o f try ing to generalize his 
techniques 1n order to obtain analogous structure theorems fo r 
valuation rings. The hope was that these theorems would y ie ld , as a 
by-product, the required valuation domain and homomorphism. What 
follows are the results and questions which were discovered 1n the 
search fo r these structure theorems.
In Chapter 1, several defin itions (e .g ., Immediate extension,
v1
maximal completion, pseudo-convergent sequence) and results are 
extended from valuation domains to valuation rings and, when 
appropriate, more generally to quasi-local rings. In Chapter 2, 
generalizing the concept o f value group to that o f value monoid, we 
define a long power series ring fo r such a monoid, with coefficients 
1n a f ie ld ,  and prove such a ring Is a homomorphic Image of a 
valuation domain. A fter establishing a bound on the card ina lity of 
a valuation ring which depends only on the card ina lities o f the 
residue f ie ld  and value monoid, we show 1n Chapter 3 that every 
valuation ring has a maximal completion. An outline of Kaplansky's 
work on maximally complete valuation domains (valued fie lds ) 1s 
presented 1n Chapter 4. A discussion o f what had been hoped fo r and 
remarks on several unanswered questions, along with miscellaneous 




By a monoid, we mean a conmutattye semigroup with Identity .
A ll groups are conmutatlve; a ll rings are commutative with Identity . 
I f  R 1s a ring, then U(R) w ill denote the units o f R and R* 
the set o f nonzero elements o f R. For proper containment, we w ill 
use <=.
The f i r s t  step 1n try ing to generalize Kaplansky's work 1s to 
decide what 1s meant by an Immediate extension of a valuation ring.
The replacement o f the value group o f a valuation domain by the value 
monoid of a valuation ring 1s needed.
I f  R Is a ring, then the principal Ideals o f R form a monoid, 
denoted (R), under Ideal m ultip lica tion. We shall ca ll (R)» 
written additlve ly, the semi-value monoid o f R. We can define a 
map u: R — ► (R) by u(r) = (r)  fo r each element r  o f R. The
(0) o f (R) 1s denoted by ®. P a rtia lly  order (R) by reverse
set inclusion, I .e . ,  (a) <_ (b) 1 f and only I f  (b) =  (a). Then
for any pair o f elements a and p o f (R), a <. p 1f and only 1f
there exists y from (R) such that a + y ■ p. R Is a valuation
ring 1f and only 1f th is  ordering is  to ta l,  1n which case (R) 1s 
called the value monoid o f R. Also, R 1s a domain 1f and only 1f 
(R) has the property that (a) + (b) = <», fo r (a) and (b) 
elements o f (R), Implies at least one o f (a), (b) equals • .
F ina lly , R Is a quasi-local ring (meaning R has a unique maximal
Ideal) I f  and only 1f  u Is additive, I .e . ,  u(a) < u(b) Implies 
u(a + b) = u(a) where a and b are elements of R. Since the 
proof o f the " I f "  direction of the las t sentence 1s not Immediate, we 
Include 1t fo r the benefit o f the reader. Assume a and b are 
nonunits o f R. I f  a + b e u(R). then (-a)R<= (a + b)R,
I .e . ,  u(a + b) < u(-a). By hypothesis, u(a + b - a) = u(a + b).
Thus, b e ti(R) which contradicts the choice o f b. Therefore, 
a + b 1s a nonunit, and hence, the set o f nonunits o f R forms a 
maximal ideal.
Now le t  D be a domain with quotient f ie ld  K, and le t 
w: K* -*■ K*/u(D) be the canonical map. The group G = K*/u(D) nay 
be ordered by defining the positive elements o f G to be w(D*), 
and then w has the following properties: For a ll a, b e K*,
w(ab) = w(a) + w(b)
wta + b) >. 1nfQ{w(a), w(b)} I f  a + b e K* 
w (-l) = 0.
D w ill be equal to {d e D: w(d) >. 0} u (0 }i and G 1s called the 
semi-value group o f D. (See [ 8] . )  D 1s a valuation domain 1f and 
only 1f G Is to ta lly  ordered. Moreover, 1 f G Is to ta lly  
ordered, then G 1s called the value group of D. Again, D 1s 
quasi-local i f  and only 1f w 1s additive. [8 , p. 579].
By making use o f the semi-value monoid, I t  1s now possible to 
extend the de fin ition  o f Immediate extensions o f valuation domains to 
the case o f quasi-local rings. Suppose R and R1 are quasi-local 
rings with maximal Ideals M and M1, residue fie lds  k and fe', 
and semi-value monoids M and M'. R' 1s an extension o f R i f
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R = R' and M' n r  = m. I f  R' 1s an extension o f R, then we 
have the following diagrams:
where these are canonical mappings o f the residue fie lds  and seml- 
value monoids. The canonical mapping fe—»-fe' 1s an embedding*
while the mapping M—► M’ 1s an embedding I f  R Is a valuation
ring* but not 1n general. I f  these mappings are also b ljectlons, we 
shall w rite fe = fe' and M ■ M'. We then say that R' Is an 
Immediate extension of R. R is  called maximally complete 1f R 
has no proper Immediate extensions. R' 1s called a maximal 
completion o f R 1f R* Is an 1mned1ate extension o f R and R*
1s maximally complete.
Note that to say the canonical mapping M—»■ M' Is an Injection 
means that whenever a and b are elements o f R with a * bs' 
fo r some s' e U(R'). then a ■ bs fo r some s e U(R). The mapping
1s a surjection 1f whenever a' 1s an element o f R ', then there
exist s' e ti(R ') and a e R such that a1 ■ as '. To say that 
fe—*■ fe' Is a surjection means 1f s ' 1s an element o f U(R'), then 
there exist s e li(R) and m' c M' such that s' ■ s + m'.
The following lemma shows that the canonical map M—► M' 
preserves the order on M, I.e .*  (b) <M(a) Implies (b) <M,(a)*
Lemma 1.1. Assume R' and R are quasi-local rings with R' 
an extension o f R. I f  a and b are elements o f R with aR <= bR, 
then aR'<=bR'.
Proof: Clearly, aR* =  bR*. I f  aR1 = bR1, then there 1s an
element s' o f l/(R ') such that b = as '. Since aR <= bR, a = br
fo r some r  e R—t/(R). Also, r  i  U(R') because M* fl R » M. Thus, 
b * b rs ', which Implies b(l -  r s ')  -  0. Since 1 - rs ' 1s a un it 
o f R', b = 0. But th is  contradicts the choice o f b, so 
aR' f  bR'. ##
Remark 1.2. I f  the canonical map M—► M' 1s a b ljectlon , then 
by Lemma 1.1 and the following Lemma 1.3, order 1s preserved 1n both 
directions under M—► M'.
Lemma 1.3. Assume R' and R are quasi-local rings with R' 
an extension of R and the canonical map M—► M' a b ljectlon . I f  
fo r elements a and b o f R, aR' «= bR', then aR «= bR.
Proof: aR' <= bR' implies a ■ br' fo r some r '  e R'̂ —U(R*).
Since M —»■ M' is  onto, r '  » rs* fo r some s' e l/(R') and r  e R.
Note that r  t  U(R). Since aR' = brR1 and M —► M' 1s an
In jection, aR -  brR. Therefore, aR «= bR. ##
In order to refer to Kaplansky's work, we require the following 
lemma:
Lemma 1.4. I f  R 1s a valuation ring, then any Immediate 
extension R1 o f R 1s a valuation ring. I f  D 1s a valuation 
domain, then any Immediate extension O' o f D 1s a valuation 
domain. I f  R 1s a quasi-local ring (domain) which 1s not a 
valuation ring (domain), then any Immediate extension R' o f R 1s
not a valuation ring.
Proof: I f  R* 1s an Immediate extension of R, then by 
Remark 1.2, the canonical b ljectlon (R) —► (R')  preserves order 1n 
both directions. The (order) structure o f (R*) yields the desired 
properties o f R'. Likewise fo r D’ . ##
In Section 3 o f [5J, 1t Is shown that fo r certain valuation 
domains D, a maximal completion o f 0 1s, 1n a certain sense, 
uniquely determined. With more res tric tive  conditions on D, any 
maximal completion o f D 1s (equivalent to) a long power series 
domain [5 , Section 4 ]. See Chapter 2 of th is paper fo r a de fin ition  
of a long power series domain and Chapter 4 fo r a discussion of 
Kaplansky's work.
A set o f elements { rp}peA , A a well-ordered set, o f a quasi - 
local ring R Is called a pseudo-convergent sequence 1f A does not 
have a last element and u(r - r  ) < u(r - r  ) fo r p < o < tO p T P
where p, o, x e A. The next three lemmas are helpful 1n under­
standing the behavior o f a pseudo-convergent sequence.
Lenina 1.5. Assume ^ p}pe^ a pseudo-convergent sequence 1n
a quasi-local ring R. I f  u(r ) * u(r ) fo r some p < o, then
p o
u(r ) ■ u(r ) fo r a ll p < t .T P
Proof: Since u(rp) = u(r0), rp = bra where b e ti(R). 
Consider an arb itra ry x e A with p < x.
Case 1. p < o < x .
Since u(r -  r  ) < u(r - r  ) means ( r  - r  )R <= ( r „  - r„)R ,'  a p x o x o '  o p'
r  - r  = ( r  -  r  )a fo r some a i  u(R). So r  ■ (1 + a -  ba)r_ .
T O  O p  X O
Since R 1s quasi-local, 1 + a - ba e U(R). Thus, u (rT) * u(rp).
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Case 2. p < t  < a .
Since u (r - r  ) < u (r -  r  ) ,  we have r  -  r  = a(r - r  ) 
t p  a x  a x t  p
fo r some a i  U(R). Substituting brp fo r rpi the equality can be 
transformed to (1 + ab)rp = (1 + a )rT . Since R 1s quasi-local,
both 1 + ab, 1 + a e lf(R). Therefore, u(rT) ■ u(rp) B u(rp). ##
Lemma 1.6. I f  { rp}pe>\ 1s a pseudo-convergent sequence 1n a 
quasi-local ring R, then u(rp - r p) = u(rp+1 -  r p) fo r a ll
p < a .
Proof: The proof 1s identical to the one In the valuation
domain case £11, p. 39]. ##
In the case o f valuation rings, Lemma 1.5 can be rephrased as:
Lemma 1.7. I f  ( rp}pe^ 1s a pseudo-convergent sequence 1n a 
valuation ring R, then e ither
1*) u(rp) < u(ra) fo r a ll p < o or
1i .)  u (rp) = u(rp) fo r a ll p, a > \  fo r some A.
Proof; See [11, p. 39]. ##
For each p e A, because o f Lemma 1.6, set
YP " u^rp+i '  rp  ̂ = u r̂a ”  rp  ̂ ^or p < ° m ^  el ement r  o f R 1s 
called a pseudo-limit o f I f  u (r - r p) « yp fo r a ll p.
R Is called maximal (1) i f  every pseudo-convergent sequence In R 
has a pseudo-limit 1n R.
The above de fin ition  of pseudo-convergence generalizes the one 
used by Kaplansky [5 , p. 303] and Schilling [11, p. 39]. However, i t  
should be noted that Ostrowskl's treatment o f pseudo-convergence
d iffe rs  s lig h tly  in that u(rp - rp) < u{rx - ra) 1s required from 
some point on. [10, p. 368].
A ring R Is called maximal (2) 1f every system o f congruences
{X = rp mod Ip}peA which 1s f in i te ly  solvable 1n R has a solution
1n R (where the r p are elements o f R, the I p are Ideals o f
R, and A 1s any Index set).
The equivalence o f maximal (1) and maximal (2) fo r valuation
rings 1s demonstrated below; see Corollary 1.13. However, by 
making use o f two d i f f ic u lt  theorems, 1.8 and 1.9 below, the 
equivalence 1n the case o f valuation domains Is a t r iv ia l i t y .
Theorem 1 .8 . Assume D 1s a valuation domain. D 1s
maximal (1) 1f and only 1f D 1s maximally complete.
Proof: [5, Thm. 4 ]. ##
Theorem 1.9. Assume D 1s a valuation domain. D Is
maximal (2) 1f and only 1f D 1s maximally complete.
Proof: [2. Thm. 12.6], ##
We need several lemmas before we are able to show the equivalence 
o f maximal (1) and maximal (2 ) fo r valuation rings.
Lemma 1.10. Assume {X = rp mod I p}pe^ 1s a pairwise solvable
system o f congruences In a ring R. I f  I T<= I ff» then 
rT = r 0 mod Ia. In particu la r, r T + I T «= r 0 + I 0.
Proof; There exists, by hypothesis, an element r  o f R such 
that r  s ra mod I a and r  = r T mod IT. But I t e  Ia Implies
r  s r T mod Ic . Therefore, rT = r 0 mod I0. jP#
Lemma 1.11. In an arb itrary ring R, 1f the system of 
congruences IX = rp rood l p>peA Is pairwise solvable and { I p)peA 
forms a chain, then the system is  f in i te ly  solvable.
Proof: Consider X = r^ mod I f  , 1 * 1, 2, . . . .  n where, by 
relabeling I f  necessary, =  I2 = . . .  5 l R. Now r^ 1s a solution
to th is  f in ite  system since, by Lemma 1.10, r-j = r^ mod 1̂  ,
1 = 2 , . . .  , n. ##
Proposition 1.12.
I . )  Suppose R 1s a quasi-local ring. I f  R Is maximal (2),
then R 1s maximal (1).
I I . )  Assume R is a valuation ring. I f  R 1s maximal (1),
then R 1s maximal (2).
Proof o f 1 .) : To show R 1s maximal (1), we must find a pseudo 
lim it  In R fo r any pseudo-convergent sequence { r p}pe^ 1n R.
F irs t, we construct a f in i te ly  solvable (and hence solvable, since R 
1s maximal (2 )) system o f congruences.
For each p e A, le t I p = {a e R: u(a) >.yp>* Recall that 
Yp “  u(r p+i  * r p)* a and b are elements o f I p, then
u(a), u(b) Yp Implies u(a + b) >.Yp* 1f a e I p, then
u(ra) > u(a) > y For a ll elements r  o f R. Thus, I Is an— — p p
Ideal o f R. Also, t^ lp g ^  forms a chain. Indeed, 1f p and T
are elements o f A with a < t , then u(a) > y > y fo r a ll
t  a
elements a o f I T, I .e . ,  IT =  I0 fo r o < t .
Consider X = r  mod I and X = r_ mod I_ where o < t * NoteX T  Q o
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that u(r -  r  ) = u (r - r )  by Lemma 1.6. Thus, r  h r  mod I .
T  u  0 + 1  O T O O
Therefore, {X = rp mod I p}peA is  pairwise solvable and hence, by 
Lemma 1.11, f in i te ly  solvable. Since R 1s maximal (2), there 1s a
solution r  o f the entire system. Then u(r - r  ) >. Yp fo r a ll p.
But u (r -  rp) -  u (r - r p+1 + r p+1 -  rp) -  Yp since
“ t r  - r p+1) > Yp+1 > yp = u(rp+1 -  r p). Thus, r  1s a pseudo-Hmlt
of { rp>peA ‘ ##
Proof o f 11.); To show a valuation ring R 1s maximal (2 ) ,  we
must find a solution to any f in i te ly  solvable system o f congruences:
(*) {X = r x mod I x}XeA .
Fix an element pQ e A and le t
S a { { r p>peS: S =  A; S 1s well-ordered with respect to an ordering
where (**) the f i r s t  element o f S 1s p0, and
(***) pi p ' e S with p < p1 Implies I , <= I andp p
r  i  r  , mod I , } .  Note that { r ft } e S. Define a partia l ordering p p p Po
on S by { r p)peS <. { r ' p i } p»es' I f  and only 1f S 1s an In it ia l
segment o f S' and r p = rp i fo r a ll p e S. Any chain
5o = {^o^oec } s has an uPPer bound In S by le ttin g
6 6eB
S' = Sfi, then forming Crp>pes• • By Zorn's Lemma, S has a 
maximal element, S-j =' t^p jpg j ,
I f  p < a < t are elements o f S ,, then I <= =  I ft. SinceI r  a p
the system {*) 1s f in i te ly  solvable, by Lemma 1.10 r  = r  mod I .
T O  O
Since S-j sa tis fies  (* * ) ,  rp t  ra mod Ia. Thus, ra -  rp I  IQ
and r  -  r  e l .  Since R 1s a valuation ring , 1t follows that
T O O
u(rT - ra) > u(ra -  rp).
Case 1. does not have a last element. Then the preceding 
paragraph shows that ffpJpgj 1s a pseudo-convergent sequence. 
Since R Is maximal (1), th is  sequence has a pseudo-limit r .
Suppose a e A such that Ia <= H{IT: t  e S^J. Then we have:
Claim: r  t  r  mod I fo r a ll t  e  S,.— —  t o o  I
Proof o f Claim: Assume there exists t e S-j such that 
r T ? r 0 mod t 0; we shall show th is  assumption leads to a 
contradiction. Since (*) 1s f in i te ly  solvable, rCT = r p mod Ip 
fo r a ll p e S-j by Lemma 1.10, We may choose j  e S] with j  > x
since S-j does not have a last element. Then u(rCT -  r^) =
u(r0 -  r T + r T - r^) = u(rT - r j )  since r0 -  rT e I Q 5  I j  and 
r T js r j  mod I j  Implies u(ra - r T) > u (rT - r^ ). The equality
u(ra - r j )  ■ u (rT - r^) means ( rp - rj)R  = ( rT - r^JR, which
contradicts rCT -  r j  e I j  and r T - r j  i  I j  . Hence, the claim 1s 
proved.
We are now able to show r  (a pseudo-Hmlt o f { r p}pes1) 1s a 
solution o f (* ) .
F irs t o f a l1. we observe that r  = r x mod I x fo r any n e S],
Because 1f x e S-j, since r  1s, by de fin ition , a pseudo-Hmlt o f
tVpeS-,* U*r  “  r x  ̂ = u^r x+i " r X>* By Lemma 1-10,
r x+i -  r x Ix* ( r  - r x)R ■ ( r x+1 -  r x)R =  I x Implies
r  = rx mod 1^.
Second, we observe that 1f a e A^-S* and I <= I .  fo r someI p — o
p e St, then r  = r  mod I (because r  = r „  mod I and< 0 a p p
Third, we observe that 1f a e A*-*S-|, then we are 1n the 
case o f the preceding paragraph, I .e . ,  ICT «= Ip fo r some p e S | .
For suppose not, then I0 = f l{ IT: t  e S^}. Let S2 ■ S1 U {o }, 
ordered so that S-| 1s an In it ia l segment o f S2 and a 1s greater 
than every element o f S.. We now show s9 ■ { r  }n „ Is an elementI t  p P652
of s. Certainly, S2 1s well-ordered with f i r s t  element p q , so 
(**} 1s sa tis fied . S] already satisfies (***) while, by 
assumption, I0 <= I T fo r a ll t  e S-j, and, by the above claim, 
r T ^ r0 mod Ia fo r a ll t  e S-|. Thus, S2 satisfies (* * * ) , and 
S2 e s. But Si 1s a maximal element o f S and Si < S2 , which 1s
a contradiction. Hence, I f  u t  A "*^ , then there 1s some p e Si
such that Ip «  I „ .
Case 2. Si has a last element, say t .  We shall show r T 1s 
a solution o f (*).. Consider an arb itrary congruence o f (* ) ,
X = ra mod Ia.
I f  I T =  I0, then by Lemma 1.10, r T = rG mod I a, and we are
done.
For the other possb illty , assume I a =  I T and rT t  r 0 mod IQ.
We shall reach a contradiction by constructing an element o f s which
1s s t r ic t ly  greater than s-|; namely, s2 = t r pJpes2* where 
S2 = Si U {0 } is  ordered so that Si 1s an In it ia l segment o f S2,
and a 1s greater than every element o f Sy  S2 satis fies C**)
since S2 Is well-ordered with f i r s t  element p0. We now show that 
S2 sa tis fies (** * ) . Since t I s the las t element o f S^
I_«= I .  fo r a ll p e S -,M t} . Thus, I <= I fo r a ll p e Si.I p 1 ( J p
Observe that rT t  r0 mod Ia, r 0 = r T mod I T, and rp i  r T mod I T
fo r a ll p e S i^ -{ t}  which Implies rp i  ra mod Ia fo r a ll
p e S |. Sj satisfying (***) along with I 0<= I p and
r p 4 r c mod I CT fo r a ll p e S-j Implies S2 satisfies (* * * ) . Thus,
S2 e S and S2 > S-j, which 1s a contradiction to the choice of Sj
as a maximal element o f s. Therefore, 1 f I <= I , then
O T
r T = r 0 mod I a, and we are done. ##
Corollary 1.13. I f  R 1s a valuation ring , then R 1s maximal
(1) 1f and only 1f R 1s maximal (2).
I f  R 1s a valuation ring, we w ill use the term "maximal11
Instead o f maximal (1 ) or maximal (2 ).
We now present a partia l generalization o f Theorems 1.8 and 1.9 
fo r valuation rings.
Lemma 1.14. I f  R' is  a proper immediate extension o f a 
valuation ring R, then there exists a system o f congruences 1n R
which 1s pairwise solvable 1n R (hence, f in i te ly  solvable 1n R),
but not solvable 1n R.
Proof: By Lemma 1.4, R' 1s a valuation ring. Fix an element 
s' o f R1''*. R. Since (R) * (R*), s ’R1 ■ sR fo r some s e R-
Then s' = sb' fo r some b' e tf(R*)• and s' I  R Implies b' I  R.
Thus, by replacing s' by b ',  we may further assume s ' e t/(R1).
Let T = {u '(s ' -  r ) :  r e  R*)i note that » £ T. We f i r s t  show
that T does not have a greatest element. Let r  e R*i we w ill 
show there Is an element s o f R* such that 
u '(s ' - s) > u '(s ' - r ) .  Since (R) ■ (R*)* there Is an element 
t  o f R* such that u*(s1 -  r)  ■ u '( t ) .  There exists a ',  an 
element o f U(R'), such that s ' -  r  = ta '.  Since fe * fe',
a' » a + m' where a e ti(R) and m' e M*. Thus, s ' - r  -  ta « tm* 
and u '(s ' - r )  = u '( t )  < u '(tm ') * u '(s ' -  r  -  ta ). Set 
s * r  + ta . Note that s e R*, fo r 1f s = 0, then s' = tm ',
I .e . ,  s ' would be a nonunit o f R1, which contradicts the choice 
of s '.
For each element r  o f R*, define 
I r  « { t  e R: u '( t )  >. u '(s ' - r ) } .  We now show the system of 
congruences (X = r  mod I r }rcR* 1s pairwise solvable 1n R, but not
solvable in R. Consider X = r , mod I „  and X = r 0 mod I „  . We
r l  ^ r 2
may assume u '( r j  - s ')  < u '( r 2 -  s ') .  Since
u'Crg - r i )  = u '( r2 -  s ' + s' - r-j) ^ u '( r - |  - s ') ,  we have
r2 = r-j mod I r j  . Thus, r 2 1s a solution to the given pair of
congruences.
Now assume r^ (an element o f R) 1s a solution to the entire 
system o f congruences, I .e . ,  u '( r 0 -  r )  > .u '(s ' - r)  fo r a ll
elements r  o f R*. This implies u*(s ' -  rg) .> u ' (s ' - r)  for a ll
r  e R* (since s' - r Q = s' - r  + r  - r 0). Hence, T has a largest
element (namely, 0 i f  Tq = 0 , or u*(s ' -  rQ) 1f rQ e R*),
which contradicts the opening paragraph of th is  proof. Therefore 
{X = r  mod I r > rep* 1s f in i te ly  solvable 1n R, but not solvable 
1n R. ##
I f  R' 1s a proper Immediate extension o f a valuation ring R, 
then the above proof shows that any element o f U(R'), which 1s not
an element o f R, 1s a solution to an extended system o f congruences
from R where the orig inal system 1s pairwise solvable in R, but 
not solvable 1n R. ( I f  {X = rp mod Ip}pÊ  Is a  system o f
congruences 1n R, then the extended system In R1 1s 
{X = rp mod l „ V i ftA .)
Theorem 1.15. A maximal valuation ring 1s maximally complete.
Proof: I f  R 1s a valuation ring which Is not maximally 
complete, then there exists a proper Immediate extension R' o f R. 
By Lenina 1.14, there exists a system o f congruences 1n R which is 
f in i te ly  solvable in R, but not solvable In R, I .e . ,  R is  not 
maximal. ##
CHAPTER I I  
LONG POWER SERIES RINGS
In th is  chapter, we define a long power series ring which 1s a 
generalization o f the long power series domain found in [ 2 , p. 82] 
and [11, p. 23], F irs t, we need more Information concerning value 
monoids.
Remark 2.1. A monoid M 1s naturally ordered 1f M Is
p a rtia lly  ordered by: fo r elements a and 6 o f M, a < p 1f  and
only 1f  there 1s an element y o f M such that a + y -  8 
[3 , p. 631]. M 1s called O-segmental I f  1.) M 1s naturally 
to ta lly  ordered, 11.) there 1s an element « such that » >_a fo r 
a ll o e M, and 111.) fo r elements a and 8 o f M, a+  8 = 8 
implies a » 0 or 8 = » [12, p. 406]. Shores [12 ], using 
techniques of C liffo rd  [3 ],  proved that M 1s a O-segmental monoid 
( i f  and) only 1f there exists a to ta lly  ordered group G and an 
Ideal I«a of G+ U {<•>} such that the Rees factor monoid 
(G+ U {»})/I«, Is Isomorphic to M. "Ideal" means Im f?M and
I*  + M = I« ;  and "Rees factor monoid" means two elements a amd b
of G+ U {»} are equivalent 1 f and only 1f a = b or both a and 
b are elements o f I* .  The Rees factor monoid amounts to sending 
each element o f I .  to « and every other element to I ts e lf .  I t  Is 
known c lass ica lly  that fo r any to ta lly  ordered group G, there
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exists a valuation domain D having G+ U {*>} as Its  value monoid. 
Since the Inverse Image o f 1^ under u: D —► G+ U {<•>) Is an Ideal
I o f D, i t  follows that whenever a O-segmental monoid M 1s 
given, there exists a valuation domain D which satis fies the 
diagram:
D --------- ► ([ )
D/I = R ---------► (R) « M.
In particu lar, the O-segmental monoids are precisely the value 
monoids o f valuation rings. We w ill use the term "value monoid11 
Instead of O-segmental monoid.
2.2 Definition of Let K be a f ie ld  and M a value
monoid. Denote by the set o f a ll series of the form
I  a X° where S =  I1v{»} Is well-ordered by the Induced ordering 
aeS
o f M and the aa are elements o f K. I f  1 = 1  aaX“  1s an
aeS
element o f K[[M j], then the support of £, denoted supp(l), 1s
defined by suppU) = {a e S: a t  0). Two series £, = I  a Xa
“  1 aeS
and -  I  baXp are said to be equal 1f suppU.) = suppU9) and
'  SeT 1 Z
ot e suppU-j) Implies aa ■ bQ.
The sum o f two series o f K[[M]] 1s defined by
I  artXa + I  bflX6 * I  c.XP where S' * S U T and







1f P e S n T
a P I f P e S^T
b
p
1f P e T^S
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The product 1s defined by
( l »aX“) ( I V S) " I (• I »A)*PoeS 0eT peW a+&=p ^
W = {p: p = a + 0 < », a e S, p e T}, I f  th is  set W 1s non-empty.
I f ,  on the other hand, W * <j>, I .e . ,  a + p = ® fo r a ll
o e S, p e T, then the product 1s defined to be 0.
In order to ve rify  that the product o f two long power series 1s
an element of K£[Mj], 1t  suffices to show: 1 .) I  a b. Is a
o+P=p
f in ite  sum; and 11.)  W 1s well-ordered.
Proof o f 1 .) : Fix an element p o f W and suppose
{ (a,p) e SxT: a + p = p} 1s an in f in ite  set. Let
A = {a £ S; there exists p e T such that a + p = p}. Let o1 be
the least element o f A. Let be the least element o f A M a^}.
e tc .; thus, a sequence {« }. <=A 1s obtained with
1 IeN —
a-, < ao < . . .  . This yields { p i  „  «= T with p, > p0 > . . .  ,
1 1 IeN  ”  1 Z
by le tt in g  p. denote the element o f T such that + P̂  = p.
But { 0^} Is a subset o f T without a least element, a contradiction 
to T being well-ordered. Thus, {(a,p) e SxT: a + P «= p) must be
f in ite .
Proof o f 11): I f  a nonempty subset C o f W does not have a
least element, then there exists a sequence {p > <=C with
1 1eN ”
P1 > P2 > *“  * ^°r  eaĈ  ** P̂ Ck an e^emen* a o f S and an
element p o f T so that a + p * p . Let a be the least
1 1 1 1  1 j
element o f {a }. Let a be the least element o f {a. M ,
1 12 I ^ J  Je"
e tc ., to define a* ±  a., ±  . . .  , with 1. < 1~ < . . .  . We have
1 '2 1 £
defined two subsequences £a } c S  and {Bj } <=T. Since
■•j jeN ^  jeN '
1  » Pj < P4 and “ 4 + S4 “  P. » we have
*j f j «  ' j+ i  1J 1J * j
B. > B. fo r a ll j .  Thus, (B. } does not have a least
1d V i
element, which 1s a contradiction to T being well-ordered.
Note that K Is contained 1n K[[M]] by means of the Identi­
fica tion  a >—*■ aX°.
Proposition 2.3. I f  M 1s a value monoid and K a f ie ld ,  then 
(with the above defined operations o f sum and product) forms
a ring.
Proof: A ll 1s easy except fo r the associative law fo r m ulti­
p lica tion and showing m ultip lication distributes over addition.
Assume that = T aaX°, = 7 bftXe and I -  = 7 cvXY are 
' aeS 1 BeT p 3 YEW Y
elements of K[[M]]. Now { t f a  ̂ 3  = C I  ( I  a«^s^ P^ 3
peS+T a+B'p
I  ( I  ( I  #J>8) CY) X°
ob(S+T)+W p+y=o a+B=p
where S + T=  {p: p = a + B < ® » a e S ,  B e  TJ and
(S + T) + W = (o: c = p + y < » ,  p e S + T, y e  W}. Note that
(S + T) + W a ♦ 1f and only I f  S + (T + W) *  4 , In which case
( I j lg j lg  = 0 = So assume both sets are nonempty, but then
they are equal, fo r:
a t  (S + T) + W <=> o * p + y  < ® where p e S  + T and y  e W
<=> o = o + b + y < ® where y c  H and
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p s a + M  •  where a e S and p e T
«?=> a ** a + p1 < ® where p' e T + W and a e S
<=> a e S + (T + W).
I f  a Is a fixed element o f (S + T) + W, then fo r U ] ^ £3 the
coeffic ient o f the XCT term 1s
I  ( I  «abp)cY = 1 ( 1  aab&cy) = I  aabHCY
p+Y»o a+P=p p+Y=a a+6ep a+p+Y=a
= " \  J aobeCYJ “  I  , a « l  J b PCY J a=Y+p p =p+a a=o+p p “ P+y
which 1s the coeffic ient o f the Xa term fo r Thus,
U]t2)l3  “  ^1 Ce2^3>*
Now consider + ^ 3 ) = I  d Xp)
peTwW
= I S l  a«dp>x°peS+(ToW) a*a+p
(where S + (T U W) * {a: a = a + p < ®» a e S ,  p e T U  W})
■ 1 f 7 a (b + c ) + y a b + y a c )X°
aeS+(TuW) peTflW a p p p e f-W  a p peW -T “ pJ
= A  < I  aabp + IaeS+(T«W) peT “  p PeW a p
* I  < I  a«Cp>X°aeS+T aso+p - ceS+W a-a+p
= 1^2  + t y y  ##
I f  M has the additional property that a> M H  with 
a + p = ® implies “  = "  or p = °°, then there 1s a to ta lly  ordered 
group 6 containing MM®} such that G+ » MM®}. In th is  case, 
K[[M]]» denoted K[£G+J ],  Is a maximal valuation domain with residue 
f ie ld  K and value group G. £2, Prop. 11.4 and Prop. 11.5].
Theorem 2.4. I f  M 1s a value monoid and K 1s a f ie ld ,  then
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there exists a to ta lly  ordered group 6 and an Ideal I o f 
D -  KCCG4] ]  such that K££M]J « D/I.
Proof: By Remark 2.1, there 1s a to ta lly  ordered group G and 
an Ideal I» o f G+ U {»} such that (G+ U {» })/!»  * M. Observe 
that I * u- 1(I«o) Is an Ideal o f D = K£IG+J] where 
u: D—*“ G+ U f®} 1s the semi-value map defined 1n Chapter 1. I f  
S =G+ 1s well-ordered by the Induced ordering o f G, then le t  
S' * fg e M; g e S-«-I<10} where the bar denotes the Image o f an 
element o f G+ in the Rees factor monoid M. Define a map 
«: D— ► K£[MJ] by
#( I  a„Xs) =
geS
J  »gXa I f  S' f  *
geS' 3
where ag = ag fo r g f  I» .
I f  S' = *
I f  ^1 = I  aax“  and 9 1 bgX0 are elements of D, then
oeS BeT
*(^1  + ^ 2) = I  where
1 1 Y e (S u T )' ?
CY
aY + bY 1f y e S fl T
aY I f  y e  S'-"!
bv I f  y e T"-S
Now * { £1) + *U 2) ■ I  a_Xa + I  bgX® » I  cJp  where
aeS ' 5eT* p Pe Stu T ‘ p
ajs * ba 1f P e s ' n r
ap 1f P e  S '^T*
b- 1f  P e T '- S ' .
Since S' U T' = (S 0 T ) ',  S' (1 T’ = (S fl T )*, e tc .,
*Ce-|) + H t y  ■ * 0^  + V -
Now = * (  I  ( I  aabe)Xp) = _ I  t  I  aBbp)Xp
peS+T P=<*+3 pe(S +T )' P=<*+3
while ♦ ( * , ) * « , )  = ( I  «jjx‘ ) U  bBX5) » T ( £ a5bB)X°.
1 4 5eS* PeT* p e s V p  P-S+P
Observe that (S + T )' = S' + T' because (S + T )*
= {p e M: p e (S + T } " ^ }
= { j 5 e M :  p s a + p , # e S, 5 e T i a + M  I«,>
= {(5 e M: p = a + 0 , a e S 'v- I co, 8 e T 's- I e0,  a  + $ f  1^}
=  { P c M :  p B  5  +  S <  * ,  a e  S 'w l , ,  p e T ""T ,,}
-  <P e Mi p = fi +  g < » ,  5 e S ', 5 e T '}  = S' + T‘ .
I f  p 1s a fixed element of (S + T ) ',  then the coeffic ient o f the 
XP term in 1s the sum of a l l the products o f the form
aabg where a e S, p e T, a + $ ■ p, and « + 8 i  I „ .  The
coeffic ien t o f the XP term 1n 1s the sum of a ll the
products o f the form a.bg where p = a + B < “ » o e S ', and
B e T '. But th is  means a e S"»I , p E T M  and o + 8 t  I „ .  SoOD 00 00
these coefficients are the same. Thus, 9{Z^Z )̂ "  *(^-|)^(-£3) and
* 1$ a homomorphism.
Assume Z 1s an element of D. Then Z Is an element of I
i f  and only 1f suppU) 5  I,,. Thus, Z e I I f  and only 1f 
9{Z) * 0. Hence, the kernel o f * 1s I and D/I « K[[M]J. ##
Corollary 2.5. I f  M 1s a value monoid and K 1s a f ie ld ,
then K[[Mj] 1s a valuation ring with residue f ie ld  K and value
monoid M.
Proof: K[[M j] 1s a valuation ring since the homomorphic image
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of a valuation ring is again a valuation ring.
Since the maximal Ideal M' o f K££G+] ]  consists o f a ll 
elements I  such that 0 j. supp(£) £2, Prop. 11.4], the maximal 
Ideal M o f K££M]] 1s «(M') which consists o f a ll elements I  
o f K££t1]] such that 0 i  supp(I). Thus, the residue f ie ld  o f 
K££M]] 1s K.
From the de fin ition  of «, Remark 2.1, and £12, p. 40], we have 
the following diagram:
D = K££G+]J — ► G+ U { - }
J \
D/I = K££M]] — ►(G+ U ■ M
i.e . ,  the value monoid of K££M]] is  M. ##
Remark 2.6: We now present a sketch o f an argument which shows 
that 2.3 can be obtained from the proof o f 2.4. Consider K££M]] as 
a set with the operations o f m ultip lication and addition as defined 
ea rlie r (see Def. 2.2). K££M]] has elements 0 and 1, each of 
which obeys the required id en tity  axiom. The proof o f 2.4 estab­
lishes a map * from a domain D onto K££M]] which maps identities
to Identities and preserves the additive and m ultip lica tive  opera­
tions. Also, the elements o f D which are mapped to 0 of K££M]] 
form an ideal. From th is , 1t follows that K££M]] is  a ring, and 
# is  an homomorphism.
In order to show K££M]] Is maximally complete, we require the 
following lemma.
lemma 2.7; The homomorphic Image o f a maximal (2) ring 1s 
maximal (2 ),
Proof; I f  R 1s a maximal (2) ring with I being an Ideal o f 
R» le t  *: R—► R/I be the canonical map. Assume that
IX = bp mod Jp)pê  1s a system o f congruences o f R/I which 1s
f in ite ly  solvable In R/I where the bp are elements o f R/I and 
the Jp are Ideals o f R/I. Let I = *~*(Jp) and pick, fo r each 
p, an element ap o f (bp)- Form the system o f congruences
IX = a„ mod I } ,  and consider a f in i te  system IX = a. mod I . } ,p p 1 1
1 ■ 1, . . .  , n. There exists an element b o f R/I such that 
b = b̂  mod J.j, 1 = 1, . . .  , n. I f  a 1s an element of * “1 (b), 
then a - a1 c ^ ( b  - b ^  f  *~1(J1) -  I r  Since { X u .  mod I p}
1s a f in ite ly  solvable system o f congruences 1n a maximal (2 ) ring,
there 1s an element a of R such that a = a„ mod I A fo r a ll p.
p  P
Thus, *(a) = bp mod Jp fo r a ll p since «(a) - bp * *(a - ap)
which Is an element o f * { Ip) =  Jp. ##
Theorem 2.8. I f  H 1s a value monoid and K I s a  f ie ld ,  then
K[[M]] 1s a maximal valuation ring and hence, maximally complete.
Proof; By Theorem 2.3 and [2 , Prop. 11.5 j,  K[[M]] 1s a 
homomorphic Image of a maximal valuation ring. By Lemma 2.7, K[[M]]
1s maximal and by Theorem 1.14, K[[M]] 1s maximally complete. ##
CHAPTER I I I  
EXISTENCE OF A MAXIMAL COMPLETION
In th is  chapter we show every valuation ring has a maximal 
completion. Since th is  argument requires a use o f Zorn's Lemma, 
a bound on the card ina lity  1s needed. F irs t, we require several 
de fin itions.
Assume K is  a f ie ld  and M a value monoid. Let £, = [  a X“
1 « s *
and -£2 “ !  bsX& b® elements o f K[[M]]. l x 1s called an In it ia l 
8eT
segment o f l 2 1f S is  an In it ia l segment o f T { I .e . ,  S c  T 
and each element o f T-'-S 1s greater than every element o f S) and
aa = ba a e S. is  a proper In it ia l segment o f l 2 1f
l \  1s an In it ia l  segment o f Z2 and Zl f  Z2, Assume ’ {£ A
well-ordered, 1s a seguence o f In i t ia l  segments from K[[M]], which 
means p < x fo r p ,  t  e A Implies Zp 1s a proper In it ia l segment 
o f I .  I f  S = U Srt, then 1 = 1  a X* 1s the l im it  series of
T * 0 Yes Y ’
{£0 }aeA» denoted by I  = L(U a>). F ina lly, le t  
C(Z) 5 {y e M: y > ct fo r a ll a e supp(Z)}.
Theorem 3.1. I f  R 1s a valuation ring with residue f ie ld  k 
and value monoid M, then the card ina lity  o f R 1s bounded by the 
card ina lity  o f fe[[M]].
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Proof: The Idea Is to construct an In jective map from R Into
a subset o f fe[[M]]. For each element a o f k* ,  select an element 
s e U(R) such that s ■ a, I .e .*  the residue o f s modulo the 
maximal Ideal o f R 1s a. For each f in ite  element a o f M,
select an element xa of R such that u(x0) = a .  Let 
R„ ■ {sxa> *= R and L0 = {aXa} =fe[[M ]]. Observe that R0 *  L„ by
sxa ++ aXa where 5 = a.
Now well-order R'-'-R,,, say { r . , r „ ,  . . . »  r  , } . WeU -  X £ T T<A
w ill find {£*, Z2* ••• * E fe[[M ]]'*'L0 so that 
{r j»  r^* ••• I*'* W j> * ••• J• Set
R_ ■ { r . ,  r 9, . . .  , r  , . . .  } and
T 1 *  P p<x
Lt  » { l lt t 2, . . .  , £p, . . .  }p<T. The construction of l t lf l 2, . . .  }
Involves tran s fln lte  Induction where the £ w ill be chosen so that:
T
(3.2) A ll proper In it ia l segments o f are elements of 
L0 U Lt .
(3.3) I f  r  and r 1 are d is tin c t elements of R with I  and 
V  being the corresponding elements In L0 U {£lt  l 2, . . .  >, and
I  - V  ■ aX“  + . . .  , a f  0, then u(r -  r 1 - sxa) > u(r - r ' )
where sxa ++ aX“ .
For L0, (3.2) 1s c learly sa tis fied , and the following easy 
argument shows the elements of R0 sa tis fy  (3.3). Assume 
r ,  r 1 e R0 with u(r) = u ( r ') .  Thus, r  = sx0 and r '  » s'xa with
sx ++ aX“  and s 'x  +■*■ a'X°. I f  s, corresponds to a -  a ',a a i
then u(sxQ - s'xa - s ^ )  > u(sxa - s*xa) since s -  s W  M yet
s - s' = Sj mod M Implies s -  s ' - Sj e M. I f  u(r) j* u ( r ') ,  then
(3.3) c learly holds.
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Defining each w ill require a tran s fln lte  Induction argument 
In order to construct a sequence o f series { f a>0<x x a
l im it  ordinal whose card ina lity  1s greater than the card ina lity  o f 
M, such that either (3.4) or (3.5) holds:
(3.4) fa e L0 U Lt  fo r a ll o < X, and fo r a < p < X, f a
1s a proper In it ia l segment o f f p. Also, i f  h0 ++ f 0 where
h0 e R0 U Rx , then u(rx - h0) e C({fa}).
(3.5) There exists a' < X such that: o < p <_o' Implies f a
1s a proper In it ia l segment o f f p; f ff* t  Lo U Lx while
f 0 e L0 U Lx fo r o < o ';  a' < a Implies f 0 ' ■ f a; and f in a lly ,
fo r o < o ' ,  u(rx - h0) e C(f0).
In the case o f (3.5), l x w ill be f a« ; in the case of (3 .4), l x 
w ill be i.( { f0 J).
Now consider r \ .  We can write r j  = Sixai + mi where mi e M,
uCm1) > a1 and S jX^ e RQ. Set f x = where SjX,^ ++ ajXBi.
Now write r 1 -  SjX,, = + m2 where m2 e M, u(m2) > a2 and
s2xa2 e Ro* Let f 2 * l  a2Xa2 ŵ ere s2xa2̂  a2x02‘ s^nce
f 2 L0 and u (r j -  h j) e C (f j) t we have (3.5) holding a fte r setting
f 0 ■ f 2 fo r 2 < o < x, since a ll proper In it ia l  segments of
are clearly In L0, (3.2) Is sa tis fied . F ina lly , we need to show 1f
r  and r* are d is tin c t elements of Rq U Rl t  then (3.3) Is
sa tis fied . Actually, we need only to consider the case when r  ■ sxtti
and r '  * r i .  Now aX“ i - ■ (a -  a^X0! + a2Xa2. Let
s 'x ♦+ (a -  ajjX®1. So u(r -  r '  - s 'x  ) > u (r - r ' )  since 1
s - Sj i  M, and s - Sj - s ' e M because s -  s s s' mod M.
Assume l 1% l 2, . . .  , £p, . . .  have been defined fo r p  < t
where 1 < t  < A. Now consider r  ; we need to construct l r .
T  T
Write r 3 ■ s3xa + m3 where m e M, u(m3) > a3 and s x e R0.
3 3
Set f '  = a,X®3 where s,x„ a.X®3. Note that1 9 3 Ug 3
u(r - h i) e C ( f l). Assume f f '> has been defined where: c < a ;T 1 * 0 0<£
f '  e L0 U Lt ; a < 6 < c Implies f p 1s a proper In it ia l  segment
o f fg i and, i f  h  ̂ -*-► f^ ,  then u(rT -  h j) e C jf^ ).
I f  c 1s not a l im it  ord inal, then write r_ -  hi ■ s ^  + m̂**i|
where s^x^ e RQ, m,, e M and utm^) > a^. Set f£ ■ f^_x + â X®1*
where s^Xq  ̂ ■«-*■ â X®1* e L0. I f  f^ e L0 U Lt , then there exists an
element h£ o f R0 U RT such that h  ̂*■+ f^ . We now show
u(rT - h£) e c ( f y .  Since f ’ -  f ' M * a^X®*,
u(h* - h' - s.x„ ) > u(h' - h' ) which Impliesv 5-1 •f oî  5 5-1
hi - hi = sx + m where s = s. mod M, m e M and u(m) > aL. ̂ l» 1 ai| ’
Thus, u (rT - hp  = u((slf - s)xa^ + m) * u(m) > a^, i . e . ,
u(rT - h£) e C (fp . However, i f  f£ I  L0 U Lt , then set f^  * f£
fo r c < a < x. In pa rticu la r, (3.5) occurs and l x * f£ .
I f  c Is a l im it  ord inal, then set f£ =* ). I f
f  e L# U Lt , then there exists h£ e Rq U Rt such that 
h£ «-► f£ . We claim that u(rT -  h£) Is an element o f C(f£).
Since is  an in i t ia l  segment of fo r a < c, 
u(f i  -  f i )  « C (f;) . I f  f*  -  f '  » aX° + . . .  , then
u(h* -  h' -  sx ) > u(h' - h ') where sx„ +-► aX°. Hence» O Q Q Q a
a *  u(h^ -  h j) e C (f^). Since u(rx -  hj) and u(h^ -  h j) are 
elements of C(f^)» u(rT -  h£) » u (rT - h  ̂ + h  ̂ -h£) e C (f^). But 
th is  holds fo r a ll a < z, hence, u(rT -  h£) e C (f^). I f
f£ 4 L0 U Lt , then set f£ ■ f '  fo r z < a < I .e .*  (3.5)
occurs.
Thus, we have { fg l0<3t constructed according to the desired 
specifications. I f  (3.5) occurs, then £T ■ f ^ t , and l T i  L0 U Lt  
by de fin ition  of (3.5). I f  (3.4) occurs, then set = L ({ f^ }) .
We now show l T i  L0 U LT. Note that He( { f^ >) = 4 , fo r i f  not,
then we could find a subset o f M o f card ina lity  greater than M
(because o f the choice of x). Since f lc ( { f j} )  = <t> and
u(rT -  hg) e C(f^) fo r a < x, i f  there 1s an element h e R0 U Rt
such that h + + &r , then u(rT - h) = «, I .e . ,  h = r T. This 
contradicts r,. I  R„ U R ; thus, there is  no such h. Hence,
T  V X
* L0 U Lx .
We now show 1f f  1s a proper in i t ia l  segment o f l T» then
f  e L0 U Lt , I.e . l T sa tis fies (3.2). Let Cq * C ( f ^ C U T)
and C = C (f)^C (£T).
F irs t, I f  (3.4) holds, then observe that flCa * 4>. I f  there 
exists ip < x such that EC,  then f  Is an In it ia l segment of 
f^  which Implies f  e Lfl U Lt . I f  there exists no such then
C =nc0 -  * which contradicts the choice o f f  as a proper In it ia l
segment o f l x.
Next, 1f (3.5) holds and a' is  a l im it  ord inal, then repeat 
the argument o f the above paragraph using a < o '.
F ina lly , 1f (3.5) holds and a' 1s not a l im it  ord inal, then
n C0 = CCT»_!, which consists o f only one element. I f  there exists
a«j '
41 < o ' such that Ĉ, 5 C, then f  1s an In it ia l segment o f
which Implies f  e L0 U LT. I f  there exists no such 4>, then
C =  n C0. Thus, C » Cq• . j  and f  = f ^ ' - !  . Therefore, L0 U LT+1 
o < o '
satis fies (3.2).
By extending the arguments 1n the preceding three paragraphs, 1t 
Is possible to show every In it ia l segment f  o f t T appears among 
the f^  used 1n defining £T. I f  (3.4) holds, then le t  i|i be the
smallest o such that C0 cC . I f  $ * 1, then C1 = C which 
Implies f  = f j .  I f  ip > 1 and ip 1s not a l im it  ord inal, then 
C ^ c C c  c ^ .  But by the construction of fj, from f^ . l t
contains only one element. Thus, Ĉ, = C and f  ■ fy . I f
ip 1s a l im it  ord inal, then =  C =  Ca fo r a l l a < ip. Hence,
c E (1 Ca = Cj,, which Implies f  « fj,. In the case o f (3.5), the
o<ip
argument 1s s im ilar.
To show (3.3) holds fo r R0 U Rx+1 , we f i r s t  show (3.3) holds
fo r r T and the element h e R0 U RT where h ++ f , f  a proper
In it ia l segment o f t T. By the previous paragraph, f  appears among 
the f<J used 1n defining l x, say f  ■ f,j, (so h * h j) .  Then
f^+i = fy  + aXa with sxa aXa where r T -  h * sxa + m, u(m) > a.
Since - f  ■ aXa + . . .  , u(rT -  h -  sxg) > u (rT -  h), I .e . ,
(3.3) holds.
To fin ish  the proof o f (3.3) holding fo r R0 U R ^ .  1t 
suffices to consider r T and an arb itrary element r  o f R0 U Rx
where u(r) = u (rx). Let Z be an element o f L0 U LT such that
r  -*-*■ Z. Assume that Z ■ f  + bXe + . . .  and ZT ~ f  + aXa + . . .  
where bXe f  aX“ . I f  f  = 0, then a ■ $, and r  -  tx 0 + m5 and 
r T ■ sxg + m6 with u(m5), u(m6) > o. Let s 'xa -w (b -  a)Xa.
Since t  - s i  m while t  - s = s ' mod M,
u(r - r T* - s 'xa) > u(r -  rT), i . e . ,  (3.3) holds. We now trea t the
case of f  f  0. Then le t  h be the element o f R0 U RT such that 
h f .  Since r  and h are elements of R0 U RT, and R0 U RT 
sa tis fies (3.3), then u(r - h -  tx 3 ) > u(r - h) where txp ++ bXe. 
By the previous paragraph, u (rT - h - sxa) > u(rT -  h) where
sxa ++ aXa. Therefore, r  - h = t ' x 0 + m* where t '  = t  mod M and
u(m') > 6 ; and, r T - h = s 'xa + m" where s' = s mod M and
u(m") > a. There are three cases to consider: 1.) I f  a = B, then
le t  s”xa be the element o f R0 U RT such that s"xa +-► (b - a)X°.
Thus, u (r - rT - s"xa) > u(r -  r T) since
s,l = b -  a = t -  s = t l - s 1, r  - r T ■ ( t '  -  s ')x 0 + . . .  , and
t '  - s' I  M. 2.) I f  B < a, then u(r -  r T - tx 0) > u(r -  rT)
since r  - rT = t 'x e + . . .  and t '  = t  mod M. 3.) I f  a < 3 , then
the argument 1s Identical to 2 .). Therefore, (3.3) holds fo r 
Ro U
Hence, a tran s fln lte  construction yields ' {£x, £2, . . .  } 5 fe[[M]] 
with { r x, r 2, . . .  } ^ U j ,  Z2, . . .  }. ##
Note that the above proof Is a s ligh t variation (and elaboration) 
o f the proof fo r the case o f valuation domains. See [11, Lemna 5,
31
p. 37].
I t  Is now possible to show that every valuation ring has a 
maximal Immediate extension, I .e . ,  a maximal completion.
Assume that R 1s a valuation ring with value monoid M and 
residue f ie ld  fe. Let S be a set such that R = s  with the card­
in a lity  o f S being at least the card ina lity o f P(fe[[M]]), the 
power set o f fe[[M]]. R can be identified with an element o f
5 * P(S) x P(SxSxS) x P(SxSxS) 1n the following manner. By using 
the ring structure o f R, 1t 1s possible to Identify  the operations 
o f addition and m ultip lication on R with subsets A and P of
R x R x R c S x S x S, I .e . ,  A ■' { ( r , r ' , r  + r ‘ ): r ,  r* e R} and 
P *  { ( r . r ' . r r 'J :  r ,  r '  e R}. Thus, R 1s Identified with
6 * (R,A,P) e S.
Given an element Rp = (Sp,Ap,Pp) o f 5 with 
Ap, Pp cSp x Sp x Sp, Ap can be used to define an addition opera­
tion on Sp by sx + s2 = s3 provided (sl t s2 ,s3) e Ap. S im ilarly,
Pp can be used to define a product. Rp is a ring provided these 
operations are defined fo r every pair o f elements from Sp and the 
operations satisfy the required ring axioms.
I f  'R » (S1,Al ,P1) and R2 ■ (S2»A2»P2) are elements of S, 
then R, 1s said to be contained 1n R , w ritten R = R  ,1 2 l  — 2
provided S. «= S , A, <= A « and P, «= p .
1 — 2 1 ~ 2  1 — 2
Let V be the set o f valuation rings In s which are Immediate
extensions of ft = (R,A,P). (Note that 1f R = (S, A ,P ) c V*
r  r  r  r
then Sp 1s an Immediate extension o f R.) v 1s p a rtia lly  ordered 
by containment. Assume that Vj « {(S ,A ,P )}  1s a to ta lly  ordered
subset o f V. Since 1t is  clear that R = U V ■ (S,,A,»P,) 1s a1 P 1 1 1 1
valuation ring, Rx 1s an upper bound fo r provided Rj 1s an 
Immediate extension of ft.
To see that R1 1s an Immediate extension of R, we f i r s t  show 
that Mj fl R = M. I f  r  e M, then r  e Mp fo r a ll Rp e l / j .  This
Implies r  e Mj (1 R. I f  r  e Mj (1 R, then r  e Sp fo r some
Rp e 1/ . Since r  e U(Rp ) Implies r  e U(RX) , r  e Mp . Hence, 
r  e Mp (1 R * M. Next, we show fet = fe. Since Mj fl R = M, we need
A
only to show the canonical mapping k— ► fe1 1s a surjectlon. I f  
s. e U{R,), then there exists an element R e t / ,  such that1 1  p i
Sj e tl(Rp). Since fep = fe, there exists an element s o f U(R)
and m e M c  Hj such that Sj a s + m. F ina lly , we show M1 ■ M.
A
We need only show the canonical map Mx Is a surjectlon since
A
M2 n R = M with R being a valuation ring Implies the canonical
map Is an in jection . I f  I 1s a principal Ideal o f R2 generated
by r 1# then since r l e Sp fo r some Rp e l/j and Mp = M, there
exists an element r  e R and sp e U(Rp) such that r  = fpS j,
I .e . ,  rSj ■ I .
By Zorn's Lemma, V has a maximal element Rx = t5x,Ax,Px). I f  
R' 1s an immediate extension o f Rx, then R1 can be Identified 
with an element o f V as follows. Because o f the choice of S and 
Lenma 3.1, there 1s an Injection 4: R'—+ S where 4 restricted 
to Sx 1s the Identity . Thus, R' 1s Identified with ( 4 ( R , ) , A , , P I ) 
where A ', P* =  4 ( R ' )  x 4 ( R ' )  x 4 { R ' )  are defined 1n the 
obvious manner to  re fle c t the additive and m ultip lica tive  operations 
on R'. This Implies ( 4 ( R , ) , A ' , P ' )  e S and Is an Immediate
extension of R, I .e . ,  (*(R, ),A ',P ') c V. Since Rx Is a maximal 
element o f V, Rx « (*(R, ) ,A ',P ') , I .e . ,  Rx has no proper 
Immediate extensions. Thus, Rx = (SX,AX,PX) Is a maximal comple-
A
t1on o f R * (R»A,P) which Implies Sx 1s a maximal completion of 
R. Therefore, we have the following theorem:




The goal of th is  work was a uniqueness theorem fo r maximal com­
pletions o f certain types of valuation rings. The Idea was tha t, 
under suitable conditions, a maximal completion o f a valuation ring 
would be a long power series ring, which 1s a homomorphic Image o f a 
valuation domain. Thus, we would have a class of valuation rings, 
each of which would be contained In a homomorphic Image of a valuation 
domain. Since the converse of 1.15 remains unproven, attention was 
shifted to maximal valuation rings. The hope was tha t, under suitable 
assumptions, a maximal valuation ring would be a long power series 
ring and thus, a homomorphic Image o f a valuation domain. However, a 
very Important tool fo r working with valuation domains does not seem 
to apply to valuation rings (see Question 4.7). Before expanding on 
these Ideas, we review the procedure followed by Kaplansky 1n his 
work [5J and [ 6]  on maximally complete valuation domains (valued 
fie ld s ).
Let D be a valuation domain with f ie ld  o f fractions K, 
residue f ie ld  fe and value group G. D 1s said to satis fy hypothesis 
A i f  the characteristic o f fe 1s 0, or I f  the characteristic o f fe 
1s p > 0, pG = G, and any equation o f the form
n 1
Xp + a-| Xp + . . .  + an_i Xp + an X + an+-| = 0, with coefficients
34
from fe, has a root 1n fe. Kaplansky was able to prove: I f  D 1s
a valuation domain which sa tis fies hypothesis A, then the maximal 
completion o f D 1s uniquely determined up to analytical equivalence
over D. [5 , Thm. 5J. Analytical equivalence (over D) means an
isomorphism which preserves values (and 1s the Identity  on D). I f  
D Is maximally complete and sa tis fies hypothesis A with the 
characteristic o f fe equaling the characteristic o f K, then D 1s 
ana ly tica lly  Isomorphic to the twisted long power series domain 
k[[G+» c„ _ ]]. [5 , Thm. 6] .  Note that c - Is a factor set and
“ , P  ® , P
m ultip lica tion 1n the twisted long power series domain 1s defined by 
X°Xe = c Xa+e with c being an element o f fe.
« » P  Ct tP
Kaplansky was able to obtain the above two results by using 
pseudo-convergent sequences. I f  D' and Dn are Immediate 
extensions o f D with f ie ld  o f fractions K1 and K" respectively,
then K1 and K" can be obtained from K by adjoining lim its  o f
pseudo-convergent sequences. Knowing when these steps are unique 1s 
the key to obtaining results about the uniqueness and structure of 
maximal completions. A pseudo-convergent sequence fap}pe^ 1n K 1s 
said to be o f algebraic type (over K) 1f there exists some poly­
nomial $ belonging to K[X] such that u($(ap)) < u(tf(a0)) fo r 
su ffic ie n tly  large p < o. A pseudo-convergent sequence 1s said to 
be o f transcendental type (over K) 1f fo r a ll p and o 
su ffic ie n tly  large, u(^(ap)) ** u(j((aa)) fo r a ll  ̂ e K[X]. Because 
of Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 1.7, I t  follows that 1f fap}peA 1s a 
pseudo-convergent sequence In K, then {ap}pê  Is either o f 
algebraic or transcendental type.
I f  there Is a transcendental pseudo-convergent sequence
Up}peA 1n K without a pseudo-Hmlt 1n K, then there exists an 
Immediate transcendental extension K(z) o f K with z being a 
pseudo-limit o f {ap)peA* T^e valuation on K(z) 1s defined by: the 
value o f 4(z) 1s the value which u(4(ap)) eventually assumes. I f  
{ap}peA is  o f algebraic type in K without a l im it  1n K, then 
there 1s an Immediate algebraic extension K(z) o f K with z being 
a pseudo-Hmlt of {ap}peA. Among the polynomials fo r which 
uU(ap)) < uU (a„ ) )  choose one o f least degree, say ft{X). Let z 
be a root o f h(X) = 0 and define the value o f any polynomial 6 o f 
degree less than the degree of k to be the value which uU (ap)) 
eventually assumes. [5 , Thms. 2 and 3]. The transcendental Immediate 
extensions are uniquely determined by th is  process. However, 1f 
K(y) 1s an Immediate extension o f K where y 1s a pseudo-11m1t of 
an algebraic pseudo-convergent sequence, then K(y) 1s not necessarily 
ana ly tica lly  Isomorphic over K to the K(z) defined above. They 
are ana ly tica lly  equivalent provided y Is a root o f fi(X) ■ 0.
Seeing that a pseudo-convergent sequence 1s either o f transcen­
dental or algebraic type re lies on the following proposition:
Proposition 4.1. I f  f ap}peA a pseudo-convergent sequence In 
the valued f ie ld  K, then fo r any non-constant polynomial <5 belong­
ing to K[X], (ap) >Pea eventually pseudo-convergent.
Proof: [11, Lemma 9, p. 40]. ##
The proof o f 4.1 re lies  on the following lemma; we present a 
simpler proof than the one found In [11, Lemma 8 , p. 40].
Lemma 4.2. Assume that Bj, . . .  , Bn are elements of a
to ta lly  ordered abelian group G. Let {a } , A well-ordered,
P peA
be a monotonlcally Increasing set o f elements of G without a last 
element. Let t j ,  . . .  , t n be d is tin c t positive Integers. Then
there is  a c A and 1 < n1 n such that Bn« + t n«ap < Bj + tj<xp
fo r 1 f  n' and p > o.
Proof: For fixed 1 f  j ,  assume t j  - t |  > 0 and compare
ei - Bj with ( t j  -  t j) a p. Since {ap}pê  1s monotonlcally 
increasing, either 6  ̂ — Bj > ( t j  - t j) a p fo r a l l p or there exists 
a' e A such that Bj -  Bj < ( t j  -  t j) a  fo r p > o ' .  I f
t j  -  t j  > 0, then compare Bj - Bj with (t^ -  t j ) a p. In any event,
there exists a' e A such that p > o '  Implies
Bj + t ja p < Bj + tjctp or vice versa. The conclusion o f the lemma 
then follows. ##
Using Remark 2.1, we can obtain a result sim ilar to 4.2 fo r value 
monoids.
Lenina 4.3. Let B j ,  . . .  ,  Bn be f in i te  elements o f a value
monoid M and (ap}pe^, A well-ordered, a monotonlcally Increasing
set o f elements o f M without a las t element. I f  t j ,  . . .  , t n
are d is tin c t positive integers, then either there exists a e. A such
that p > a Implies B. + t.a  = » fo r a ll 1 or there exists o
1 I p
and 1 < n' < n such that Bn i + ^ ' “ p < e1 + t i°p fo r p > 0 ancl
1 f  n \
Proof: By Remark 2.1, there 1s a to ta lly  ordered group G and 
an upper segment o f G+ U {») such that (G+ U I * } ) / ! .  1s
Isomorphic to M. Let Bj*  . . .  > Bn be the elements o f G+ which
map to {?i» . . .  , Bn respectively; le t  {«p}pe^ be the sequence 1n
G+ which maps to {ap}peA. By Lemma 4.2, there 1s an element o e A
and 1 £ n ' _< n such that Bj + t.jap > Bn» + ^ ' “ p *or p > a and
1. f  n '.  I f  Bn i + t n iap Is not a member o f I*  fo r a ll p, then
h  + ^ “ p > V  + V 5p fo r p > ° and 1 ^ n ' ’ I f  6n' + V v
1s an element o f I fo r some p'» then Bj + t.jop 1s an element of
I „  fo r p > p' and 1 = 1...........  n. Thus, » = 5̂  + t^Sp fo r
p > p' and a ll 1 . ##
A fter proving Lemma 4.4, we can obtain a result fo r valuation 
rings fo r which 4.1 1s a special case. The proof o f Proposition 4.5 
presented below Is simpler than the one 1n [11, Lemma 9, p. 40].
Lemma 4.4. Assume that {a } . ,  A well-ordered, 1s a sequence -------------- p peA
1n a valuation ring R such that {u(a -a)} . 1s monotonlcallyP pea
Increasing fo r some element a o f R. Then tap)peA 1153 pseudo- 
convergent sequence which has a as a pseudo-Hmlt.
Proof: This follows Immediately from
u(aT - ap) = u(aT -  a + a - ap) = u(a - ap) fo r p > t . ##
Proposition 4.5. Let ^apJpê  be a pseudo-convergent sequence
In a valuation ring R. I f  R has an'Immediate extension R' such
that (a } . has a pseudo-limit a In R ', then fo r any non- p peA
constant polynomial rf(X) from R[X] e ither eventually f^(a )>
P P®A
Is pseudo-convergent or eventually tf(ap) ■ £(a).
Proof: Note that 1 f K 1s a valued f ie ld ,  then every pseudo- 
convergent sequence from K w ill have a pseudo-limit in a maximal
completion o f K. Since K[X] 1s a unique factorization domain, i t
1s Impossible fo r the la tte r  conclusion to hold.
Consider the Taylor expansion o f tf(X) about a:
*(X) = M  + <'(a)(X - a) + GT(a)/(2:))(X - a) 2 + . . .  . I f
(1)
Ca)/1I, then u'(tf(ap) - ^(a )) >_ 1nf {p^ + 1yp}. By Lemma 
4.3, 1f there exists an 1 such that p̂  + iy p < » fo r a ll p, 
then there exists o and j  such that Bj + jy p < Bj + iy p fo r
1 f  j  and p > o. This Implies u'(4(ap) -  tf(a)) ■ + jy p fo r
p  > o .  Since {pj + jy p>P>CT is  monotonlcally Increasing, {tf(ap)}p>a 
is  pseudo-convergent In R1 (also pseudo-convergent 1n R) with
pseudo-limit rf(a) by Lemma 4.4. I f  fo r each 1, p-f + 1y 1s
eventually ®, then there is  some a such that p > o implies
u 'U (ap) - tf(a}) = », I .e . ,  tf(ap) = rf(a) fo r p > a. ##
We now present several unanswered questions which developed from 
working on structure theorems fo r maximally complete (or maximal) 
valuation rings.
Question 4.6. Is a valuation ring which 1s maximally complete 
also maximal? (This 1s the converse o f 1.12.)
Showing that a maximally complete valuation domain 1s a maximal 
valuation domain re lies on the construction of Immediate extensions 
using pseudo-Hmlts o f algebraic and transcendental pseudo-convergent 
sequences [2, pp. 93-95]. The above facts (Lemma 4.4 and Proposition 
4.5) about pseudo-convergent sequences 1n valuation rings seem to 
have no applications to the valuation ring case. The key appears to 
be an answer to the following:
Question 4.7. Given a valuation ring (domain) R, how can one 
construct an immediate extension R1 o f R?
In the domain case, Question 4.7 1s answered using the quotient 
f ie ld  of a valuation domain. But can one avoid the use of the 
quotient fie ld?
Question 4.8. 1.) Under what conditions Is a maximal completion 
o f a valuation ring unique? 11.) When are maximal rings which are 
also Immediate extensions of a valuation ring R uniquely determined?
Of course, 1n order to show that the maximal completion of a 
valuation domain D Is K[[G+] ] ,  one must f i r s t  show that D
contains the monoid ring K[XS+] .
Question 4.9. 1.) When is  the ring fe[X^J/(X“ ) contained in 
a valuation ring R? 11.) I f  the valuation ring R contains 
fe[XM]/(X w), Is every maximal completion o f R ana ly tica lly  equivalent 
(over R) to fetlMj]?
I f  the domain case 1s used as a guide, the answer to 4.7 would 
provide answers to 4.6, 4.8 and 4.9 11.). As mentioned before, since 
4.6 1s unknown, our approach shifted to using maximal valuation rings. 
However, even trying to show the following fa iled . Suppose R Is a 
0-d1mens1onal valuation ring with residue f ie ld  k» o f characteristic 
0, and value monoid M. I f  R 1s maximal and contains feCX^3/(X°°)• 
then R 1s Isomorphic to fe[[M]].
Question 4.10. I f  the valuation ring R Is 0-d1mens1ona1, Is
R a homomorphic image of a rank 1 valuation domain?
Question 4.11. Assume R Is a quasi-local ring. 1.) I f  R 
Is maximal (1), then 1s R maximal (2)? (See Proposition 1.12.)
11.) Does R being maximal (1) Imply that R Is maximally complete? 
(See Theorem 1.15.) 111.) I f  R 1s maximally complete. 1s R 
maximal (2)? (See Question 4.6.)
Question 4.12. Can Theorems 3.1 and 3.6 be extended to quasi­
local rings? In other words, 1s there a bound on the card ina lity  o f 
an arb itrary quasi-local ring R which depends only on the cardi­
na litie s  of the semi-value monoid (R) and residue f ie ld  k? Does 
every quasi-local ring have a maximal completion?
We conclude th is  chapter with some observations about 0-d1men- 
slonal valuation rings. Recall that the value monoid o f a valuation 
ring 1s Isomorphic to a Rees factor monoid (G+ U {« } ) / ! „  where G 
1s a to ta lly  ordered abelian group and I,, Is an upper segment of 
G+ U {* } .  I f  the valuation ring 1s 0-d1mens1ona1, then the following 
shows that G 1s Isomorphic to a subgroup o f the real numbers.
I f  R 1s a 0-d1mens1onal valuation ring, then every nonzero non­
un it o f R 1s nllpotent. As a resu lt, every nonzero element o f the 
value monoid K has f in i te  Index, I .e . ,  1f a 1s an element o f M, 
then there exists a positive Integer n such that na = ». Thus, 
MMO} sa tis fies the requirements of what C liffo rd  ca lls  a segment 
[3 , p'. 636]. The O-segmental monoids considered by Shores 
[12, p. 406] were not segments, yet everything 1n Section 3 o f [3 ] 
held except fo r the results dealing with the archlmedean property.
But since MMO) 1s a segment, those results concerning the archl-
medean property do apply to MMO}. (A naturally to ta lly  ordered 
monoid S 1s archlmedean 1f fo r each pair o f elements a and b 
o f S with b > 0, there exists a positive Integer n such that 
nb >_ a .) Thus, we have:
Lemma 4.13. I f  M 1s a value monoid such that every nonzero 
element o f M has f in i te  Index, then there Is a naturally to ta lly  
ordered, archlmedean, cancellatlve monoid S and an upper segment 
Sn o f S such that M 1s Isomorphic to the Rees factor monoid 
S/S„.
But a naturally to ta lly  ordered, archlmedean, cancellatlve 
monoid can be embedded (as precisely the nonnegative elements) 1n a 
to ta lly  ordered archlmedean group G. Since a to ta lly  ordered 
archlmedean group 1s Isomorphic to a subgroup of the real numbers, 
we have:
Proposition 4,14. I f  M 1s a value monoid such that every non­
zero element o f M has f in ite  Index, then there 1s a subgroup G of 
the real numbers and there 1s an upper segment Im o f G+ U {»} 
such that M 1s Isomorphic to (G+ U {“ Jj/I,,,.
Observe that 1f Question 4.10 has an affirmative answer, then 
Proposition 4.14 follows Immediately.
The next proposition shows that an Immediate extension of a 
0-d1mens1ona1 valuation ring R contains no elements which are 
transcendental over R. Recall that the transcendental Immediate 
extensions fo r the domain case are the easiest to handle.
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Proposition 4.15. I f  R' 1s an Immediate extension of the 
0>d1mens1onal valuation ring R, then R' Is integral over R.
Proof: Since R' 1s also 0-d1mensional, every nonzero nonunit
o f R1 Is n llpotent. Assume a 1s an element o f U(R') R. Since 
k « fe', there 1s an element a] o f U(R) such that S ■ 5 ], I .e . ,  
a * a] + m where m f  0 belongs to M1. I f  tf(X) = (X - ai )r 
where r  1s a positive Integer such that mr  = o, then
t5(a) = (a - a-j )r  = mr  = 0 . ##
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